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About This Content

Crowntakers – Undead Undertakings leads you into the land of the living dead. Explore the sinister depths of the Necropolis
where death and decay have left their foul footprints. Battle the horrors risen from their graves like zombies, skeletons and

vampires, lead your fellow mercenaries to victory and back to sunnier climes.

Features:

A brand-new powerful mercenary joins the cast: Malda, the Druid, can take a fair bit of damage but also deal some back
in return; attack your foes by sacrificing health, and regain it by absorbing their attacks.

Solve the mysteries of your fellow companions by completing each mercenary’s personal quest to awaken their full
potential.

12 special items empower your mercenaries with unforeseen abilities; equip Zoe’s diary or Melic’s loaded dice and go all-
out.

Travel through the unknown lands of the Necropolis, battle undead enemies like zombies, skeletons, and the realm’s
dreadful boss.

15 additional achievements put your skills to the test.
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Awesome and relaxing spy-like 'jazz' music.. Where the hell is my DLC stuff??? WTF???. 100% in under an hour so if you're
hunting those achievments then this is an easy snag, but really isn't worth the $1.99 price so maybe wait until sale. It's pretty easy
but a lil glitchy.. Awesome.

9.5\/10. Bought the dlc, the map is great, but the promotional gobble gums don't work.. Fun adventure with a few flaws.

Lets start out with some flaws: it doesn't feel all great from a 'technical' point of view. I've encountered a few glitches, though
none of them were really too bad, it's just that the controls and some of the animations feel a bit dated. Also the riddles are
certainly all on the rather easy side. There are very few items in the game and it feels a lot of the riddles eventually get solved by
just walking back and forth between the screens.

That being said, there certainly are strong points: the plot - while not very surprising - is charming and nicely done, the dialogue
is well-written with a lot of tongue-in-cheek nods to classic scifi in a way reminding me of Space Quest as much as to plenty of
clich\u00e9s, all the while leaving some room for not-overly-complex but still very likable characters. Complementing these is
classic 2D artwork that may seem a little simple when it comes to pick-up objects, but generally works well and is nice to look
at.

In conclusion I'm likely to give the sequel a chance and can only leave one line from the game that I'll like to use more often in
conversation from here on out:
Medieval planets are the worst!. This 'game' is why steam has the return policy they do. If you were wondering if this game is
truly as bad as some of the reviews and YT videos made it out to be, rest assured it absolutely is.

From the ridiculously awkward and cumbersome registration process, to the comedic dated character creation, to the painful
game-play no one in good conscious could recommend this game for anything other than a few laughs. Very few.

Ignoring for a moment that its an MMO you will absolutely be playing alone, the game-play and graphics are so unbearably
dated (think 2000 if your being really generous) as to be all but unplayable.

The truth is this game is abandoned and the 'developers' have clearly moved on. This isn't speculation a quick visit to their
website shows a new title in the works, Last Global War. Contrary to the developers protestations that they're a very small group
who will absolutely be finishing this game. I suppose we'll see but without any updates so far this year, you'd have to be pretty
naive to believe that.

Really at its core this title and these 'developers' are spectacular only at being the poster-children for Steam desperately needing
to revamp the Q\/A for their 'Early Access' program. And that honestly is about the nicest thing i can thing to say about this
patch of malformed 1's & 0's.. Pretty nice remake, and at a good price. If you enjoy controlling falling blocks that vaporize
themselves when they form groups with bumpin' electronic beats in the background, this might be the game for you.

But in all seriousness, playing this classic with high framerate and better audio than the dinky PSP speakers has been a
wonderful experience.

I can tell I'm gonna spend way too much time on this dumb game. That's just how these tetris-likes are I suppose... Decent
puzzle game in the style of Tetris and Bejeweled, but with a refreshing mechanic. Fun enough for killing time if you like
puzzles.. These short levels become quite challenging by the time. And I still get a little thrill when running to the exit with my
haul :)
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Michael Bay the game. This game is worth the price, its very easy to add maps or alter the appearance on your character. You
can also do some steazy tricks and the grinds look good if the board or trucks connect with the surface. From a very bad skaters
perspective this game has everything i wanna do in real life but its less painful but not as rewarding as it is to land something i
real life but its ok its just makes me wanna land it in real life instead. The only thing this game really needs is multiplayer. I still
recommend it to anyone who likes skating.. Now I love experimental games more than the average gamer, but Normal
Fastfood Fantasy is broken, short on content, and grossly overpriced. The quirky little half-idea of the game is neat, but
small. The developer has shown zero presence on Steam, so I'll keep this short for potential customers.

Essentially, you have 15 minutes to complete three small levels. You control two fastfood employees; one with WASD, and the
other with the mouse. It's challenging in the same way as patting your stomach and rubbing your head. Well, there were two
of us to make short work of it. That's what I believe to be the whole game. That's what the store page says, but as you'll read
in a moment - level three is unpassable due to a glitch.

It is broken. You can see my screenshots to understand that level three starts with one employee stuck in the ground. There is
nothing you can do to fix it on our end. So, that's it.

It's short on content. We could crush the three levels in less than about five minutes, give or take. There is literally no reason
to replay after that.

It's overpriced. In an ever-increasingly flooded market, asking eight bucks for what looks to be a weekend project is just not
going to work.

This gets a hard pass from me.. First of all Hudell I want to say good job so far with the game! I have enjoyed the game
quite a bit, of course the game is still in development and has ways to go but i for sure can see the potential here and as a
person who has been playing farming games since the first HM it is quite an appealing game.

There are ofc things that I would like to see in the future which I am sure the team behind the game are working hard on
such as

More festivals, Dating or just more day-to-day things etc.

Things I love about the game so far :

- Music is pretty cute

- The layout of the farm, mountain, village are all pretty good and easy to get around.

- The different animals available is good.

- The seeds available and the farming system it's self is good and simple enough.

- The fishing is pretty neat nice and easy!

- The foraging items are sweet! Quite a lot of them around which is nice.
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Things I don't like so much at this present time:

The amount of stamina used when using tools even when they have been upgraded I think still uses too much, after clearing
a few rocks or branches my stamina is pretty much gone and the amount of stamina available from the foraging items does
not really make up for it. I find myself out of stamina really quickly and just going to bed. (hope this can be reduced in the
future) :)

- Finding the Big Blue Crystal for the mining quest was super annoying took me almost a month for me to get one even going
mining for it everyday, Maybe you can increase the chance of finding one a bit :p

- There isn't really much to do on a day-to-day basis after attending the farm, animals foraging items around.

So I normally just go the bed early.

These are just some of my likes\/dislikes of course not everyone will feel the same and I am in no way bashing the game or
anything, I do enjoy playing the game considering it is still in development.

I would give the game 7\/10 as it is now :). very good game!
i love discovering all the little secrets in the game which i didnt get before in 20 diffrent playthroughs!. **Disclaimer: This
review will be long because I want to make sure that however buys this DLC understands what they are purchasing!

This is a really good route to have in your collection, not just because its the primary UP route in the game (as of 2018) but
its one of the VERY FEW routes that Dovetail Games has actually gone back an fixed any bugs and actually updated the
majority the sounds for the rolling stock and locomotives. The route was originally released in 2012 and was updated in
2016. The route is around 65 miles in track distance and you travel in some of the most boring scenary in the State of
Wyoming. You can travel between Laramie WY, and Cheyenne WY on the double track main and have option to travel on the
3rd track but only in freeroam or in a scenario you created or downloaded. The type of track grades you will incounter is
0.8% to around 1.2% in either direction. It takes around 1.5 hours to go either direction. Now the scenary isn't that
impressive but where this route really shines is the rolling stock and locomotives. You get 4 locomotives and a good amount of
rolling stock.

Here are some very specific details about the locomotives
Locos:
**All have:
-Working cab lights
-Ditch lights
-Number board lights
-"No Driver" in the cabs (Used for editor and building a consist)

All the locos run really well and don't have many bugs, however all the locos have several sound errors which ill explain what
they are.

Sound errors:
-ES44AC Horn never got updated and is the same as was before.
-SD70M engine sounds are based off of a real life SD70ACE engine sounds which is incorrect.
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-SD70M horn has some wierd bug where is plays twice
-SD70M bell has an E-bell in game but in real life they use a steel bell.
-SD40-2 horn never got updated
-SD40-2 has a number board error when there is the #9. For example a unit numbered 3459, the 9 will have a white
background and the colors are inverted
-All locos have inoperable doors and windows.
-All locos have very weak headlights and you can't see them far a distance when you use the free camera angle (Ex of this
effect can be found on: P42DC, UP SD60M, F59PH, F59PHI, Amtrak DASH 8-BWH).
I know this is a bit nitpicky but when these effects are in all the new released DLCs and you updated this one there is no
excuse.

The rolling stock sounds are really good and don't have any errors or problems.

Overall opinion:
Apart from some very specific details, all the locomotives and rolling stock run well. This is a great route have in your
collection and I can recommend this! However, WAIT FOR A SALE!

Score: 9\/10
. Great DLC, New character. Lots of new stuff. new Map. WHAT MORE CAN U ASK?!? Just buy it!. I played the game
after the release (without success, really) and decided to try again now. That was a mistake. I've watched dev 's "how-to-
play" vids, I've choosen the lowest difficulty, but still I don't know how to bit the first wave. Now it has the tutorial, but it
doesn't help much. It teaches you how to move\/shoot and hangs just after that. So, dear player, no tutorial for you today.
And you know what, all your weapons just suck. You can't blow up your enemies using the weapons, oh no. You should play
strange `puzzle` game coloring your emenies in right colors just to have any chance to kill a single one. But your enemies
have good old weapons which spread bullets all around the screen, so you will literely have no change to dodge them. I don't
understand why the devs decided to make the game unbelivebly difficult. Is it so hard to add some newbie friendly mechanics
which helps to get into the game? I don't think so. It seems the game is consciously designed as a torture, just to make sure
that you will never ever run it again.. Ludo Supremo is a fun little game, obviously based upon the classic board game Ludo.
You can play it as a single player game, or as a local co-op game with up to four players (although I personally haven't tried
it as a co-op game).

In the single player version, you can designate any of the 4 players as human or computer (or as a non-participator).
I usually play as 1 human player vs. 1 computer player; however, the hardest (and longest) game I had was when I played as
all four players.
You can even set up the game with 4 computer players, although watching the computer play against itself is quite boring (I
only set it up that way once, just to see if it could be done).

The rules of the game are:
Each player has four tokens.
You must roll a six to get a token on the board (if you have none currently travelling on the board, then you get three rolls).
Rolling a six gets you another turn (in the board game, if you roll four sixes in a row you get a penalty, but I've never rolled
more than three sixes in a row in this game, so I can't say what happens in this version).
Only one token can occupy a starting base's exit point, so if you roll two sixes in a row you can't get two tokens out of home
base.
If you land on top of another player's token then their token is returned to their starting base (in the board game, tokens were
safe on a player's starting base's exit point, but they're not safe in this version).
To win, you must move your tokens around the board, and get all of them into your finishing avenue.

The first time I played Ludo Supremo, the computer was giving itself some pretty good rolls, and I thought "Oh, come on,
this is rigged!" - but, in fact, I won that game, and have won most of them since.
So, despite some reviews to the contrary, I have not seen any evidence of the game being skewed in its own favour in any way
- if anything, the computer plays to a strict formula which favours the human player (there's been times when, if I had been
the computer, I would have gone after one of the human player's pieces, but the computer seems to concentrate on getting its
first piece on the board into the finishing avenue).
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The only real negative comment I have about the game is how the board rotates to face the current player whenever it's their
turn; which means that the board rotates a lot during the game - it doesn't actually make me feel seasick, but it does make my
eyes feel a bit odd.

By the way, whatever you do, don't hit the Escape button mid-game (as I did once, to see if the game had a rules page), as
doing so will immediately exit the game.

Ludo Supremo is a simple and fun game.
It might not be worth $3, but if it's on sale for something like $1, then it's worthwhile getting.
If you've played the board game Ludo, and enjoyed it, then I can recommend that you buy this game.
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